SVFI fires announcers after 'reckless' broadcast

By Sarah Hiltz
Assistant News Editor

The debate surrounding the position of Saint Mary’s College within the Notre Dame community entered a new phase Sunday night with a heated broadcast from WVFI-AM.

Two male Notre Dame students, whose names have been withheld, were scheduled to host a music show from 11 p.m. to 2 a.m. Instead, the students held a discussion program in which they expressed low opinions about Saint Mary’s College and its students.

“They are pretty much just USB, and we should treat them that way,” one of the announcers said when discussing the academics at Saint Mary’s.

“You know that comparing the average SAT score of Notre Dame girls and SME chicks is like comparing 1300 with your shoe size,” he continued.

WVFI station manager Marisa Gallagher expressed concern and embarrassment regarding the incident and emphasized that all program hosts are made aware of the station’s standards of professionalism and taste before they go on the air.

“We’ve gone over professionalism with the two deejays. They went against all those regulations. They knew what they were doing,” Gallagher said.

As for preventing shows like this in the future, which Gallagher referred to as “an aberration from our normal operations,” she emphasized that the station is now in the process of discerning and reinforcing ideas of professionalism.

“We have been watching the deejays’ show and make sure that they adhere to our standards,” Gallagher continued.

According to a press release by WVFI, the scathing show was a complete surprise to all station management. Adele Lanan, station activities advisor for all campus media, was equally shocked.

“My understanding was that they would not come at a time,” Lanan said.

The debate reflected on the broadcast on Monday night, Sept. 21, from 11 p.m. to 2 a.m. It aired in no way representative of the views held by WVFI. The announcers themselves were solely responsible for the content, submission and payment of the Friday, Sept. 19 advertisement in The Observer, which made derogatory statements about Saint Mary’s College. The announcers responsible for the advertisement and broadcast have been terminated.

WVFI apologizes for the extreme disrespect that these announcers showed to Saint Mary’s and Notre Dame communities as well as the hurt that it has produced. Their behavior is an aberration from our standard of radio broadcasting excellence and we are deeply shocked and bary by this incident.

While we acknowledge the need for free speech, unlike these announcers, we recognize the necessity for the professionals and objective

Driver training 101...

Prospective SafeRide drivers watch a training video in the Center for Social Concerns as part of their van-driver certification course yesterday.

**ND/SMC Orientation counselors discuss stereotypes**

By Heather Mackenzie
Assistant News Editor

An ongoing legal dispute over a fossil found by a crew headed by paleontologist and Notre Dame professor J. Keith Rigby this summer was the main focus.

When Rigby was granted governmental permission to continue unearthing the fossil the conflict concerned whether the land where the fossil was found was privately or federally owned, and had prevented the complete excavation of the site.

Another question was whether Rigby had the right to continue with his dig.”

said Peter Tyson, the senior editor of Earthwatch, a non-profit organization that funded Rigby’s research.

The family that claimed to own the land wanted to sell the fossil to private organizations and prevent Rigby’s team from continuing.

However, it has become clear that this land has been federally owned for the past three years. Rigby now needs permission from the Department of Agriculture Farm Services to finish.

This morning, permission was finally granted when Rigby obtained a federal antiquities permit to continue the excavation.

He plans to leave for Montana Wednesday morning with a group of students and scientists to complete the unearthing.

“I think this discovery will bring more credibility to the program,” said senior geologist major Theresa Kelley.

The fossil is believed to be the largest specimen of Tyrannosaurus Rex ever discovered, and lies in a dinosaur graveyard that could cover up to 15 acres.

The fossil has not yet been concretely identified, but if it is T-Rex, Rigby and his team could have stumbled upon a yet undiscovered species of dinosaurus.

“What we found was a man-eating dinosaur with jaws some seven feet long,” Rigby said. “There is some possibility that it may be new, and T-Rex may have to become T-who?”

Rigby and Earthwatch had planned to postpone announcing the discovery until a more complete excavation had been completed, but the legal dispute brought the discovery to the forefront.

“This discovery is important to paleontology,” Tyson said, “and should not fail

**Government allows ND professor access to T-Rex**

By Allison Koenig
Assistant News Editor

When was the first time you became familiarized with the school across the street? For most Notre Dame and Saint Mary’s freshmen, conceptualization of each other begins during orientation weekend. Because the institutions function independently of each other in the recruitment/admission process, most freshmen know very little about students in the other school until their arrival on campus in the fall.

Where, when, and how the information arrives can directly contribute to how students from Notre Dame and Saint Mary’s become familiarized with the other.

For most Notre Dame and Saint Mary’s freshmen, the stereotypes with which they arrive on campus in the fall are not those that are taught and practiced by Notre Dame and Saint Mary’s senior Joanne Joliet, who was responsible for coordinating freshman orientation, said that the central goal of the weekend is to put first-year students at ease with Saint Mary’s. Because Notre Dame is the stereotyped school of the University are also involved with Notre Dame. We’re going to want to be involved with Notre Dame, and we have to address that.”

Joliet also mentioned that a group of Notre Dame women, and men and Saint Mary’s women were scheduled to have a panel discussion about relations between the two schools, but, the plans fell through due to travel and scheduling conflicts.

We strongly discourage the spread of stereotypes in orientation and resident advisor training,” Joliet said, later adding that the orientation committee tries to choose students who will not reinforce those stereotypes.

The freshmen did ask questions about our experiences with Notre Dame,” said Saint Mary’s junior Sarah Siebert, who served as an orientation counselor last month. “We shared our experiences; most

**Editor’s Note:** This letter from the Station Manager and staff of WVFI-AM being run in its entirety because the views on the program were not those of WVFI.

The views reflected during the broadcast on Sunday night, Sept. 21, from 11 p.m. to 2 a.m. are in no way representative of the views held by WVFI. The announcers themselves were solely responsible for the content, submission and payment of the Monday night, Sept. 22 advertisement in The Observer, which made derogatory statements about Saint Mary’s College. The announcers responsible for the advertisement and broadcast have been terminated.

WVFI apologizes for the extreme disrespect that these announcers showed to Saint Mary’s and Notre Dame communities as well as the hurt that it has produced. Their behavior is an aberration from our standard of radio broadcasting excellence and we are deeply shocked and hurt by this incident.

While we acknowledge the need for free speech, unlike these announcers, we recognize the necessity for the professionals and objective
Defaming the University

This column is dedicated to Thomas Louis McDonough (Saint Mary’s Notre Dame class of 1966) and Maureen Loughran (Saint Mary’s College class of 1995). Okay, this subject has just gutted off hand. Suddenly there’s on WVFI, two guys claiming the protection of the first amendment, the Constitution on the radio and they go on to spout off about why they thought that Saint Mary’s is pretty much just JU$T as they. It’s of the author and not necessarily the radio station and “people shouldn’t take us too seriously.” But that is no excuse. That is like someone punching you in the face as hard as he can, then saying, “Hey, I was just joking.”

Very funny. A radio station, on the air, and tell people that a Saint Mary’s education is like a $65,000 dog and that Saint Mary’s is pretty much just JU$T, and we should treat them that way” is irresponsible use of University-sanctioned airwaves.

The death threats that the two women from Notre Dame received for those of us tooUniversity-sanctioned airwaves. There is no retaliation either. Going on Saint Notre Dame received from the flight from Tucson, Ariz. to attend her graduation. But I could hear in his voice how proud that he was of her. In his eyes, as a arts school in the midwest with honors. I am glad that he lived long enough to see her that of your low-class friends.

The kind of obnoxious, elitist garbage that was broadcast on the radio in question is not of Inclusion notwithstanding, the class of some people in this way.”

But I could hear in his voice how proud that he was of her. In his eyes, as a arts school in the midwest with honors. I am glad that he lived long enough to see her that of your low-class friends.

The kind of obnoxious, elitist garbage that was broadcast on the radio in question is not of Inclusion notwithstanding, the class of some people in this way.”

Boy uses toothbrush as weapon

NEW ULM, Minn. A 16-year-old boy escaped from a juvenile detention center by holding a sharpened toothbrush to a jailer’s throat and threatened a man with a golf club before being recaptured Monday, police say. The teen-ager, whose name was not released, had been at the detention center on attempted murder charges for allegedly shooting a police officer at a high school Sept. 11. The officer was grazed in the forehead. Investigators said the student had apparently gone to the school to kill someone or to take hostages. On Sunday night, the boy held a sharpened toothbrush to a jailer’s throat and demanded her car keys, but the woman had taken her bicycle to work that day, police Sgt. Ery Weinkauf said. The teenager then got another worker to let him out, released the jailer and ran off. Early Monday, police said, the boy hit a man in the face with a golf club in the victim’s garage as he was heading to work. The boy, who police said had apparently been hiding in the garage to keep dry, was arrested in an alley near him.

Arafat declared healthy by his aides

Yasser Arafat has survived guerilla warfare, assassination attempts and a desert plane crash. His aides say there is nothing wrong with him. "He is up and walking, healthy and well," said one aide. Middle East peace process should happen to the 68-year-old Palestinian leader. "There has been no preparation; there is no plan," said Barry Rubin, a longtime Arafatwatcher. "The Palestinians have not even started thinking about their political future, and neither have they and everyone else have to start thinking about the implications." If Arafat died or were incapacitated, selecting a new leader could be a long and bitterly divisive struggle for the Palestinians, taking months or even years. Under such circumstances, meaningful peace negotiations would be difficult if not impossible.

The channel 2 television reported that Arafat is suffering from a severe illness that causes tremors of his face and hands, but does not affect his mental condition. The leader’s health has been the subject of criticism and speculation since he was maneuvered the Palestinian parliament into a subordinate role. "He is the symbol of Palestinian people, the leader, the only one who can unify us," said Richard Lewis, who runs the Absolut account for TBWA.
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Frosh will elect class officers today

By ERIKA WITTOFF
News Writer

Four tickets are on the ballot for Saint Mary’s freshman class president/vice president elections today. Elections will be held in the dining hall during regular breakfast, lunch, and dinner hours.

Angel Leatherman and Molly Gast hope to represent the voice of the freshman class. Because they are unfamiliar with the organizations and activities, they plan to look to the freshman board and other members of the freshman class to share their ideas. They stress community involvement such as service projects done on behalf of the YWCA and SMC Scholars endowment. The aim of this series is to create an environment in which the difficult subject of race can be discussed.

Through altering American geographies it is hoped that the vantage point of boundar­ies can be changed to create a more inclusive conception of what it is to be an American. Takaki is one of the foremost recognized scholars in this area.

Viewing history as memory, Takaki spoke about the importance of how we remember and what is remembered in the writing of history. Typically spoken of as “his-story,” Takaki opted to relate “her-story” to convey the experiences of Irish and Chinese women immigrants during the nineteenth century.

After presenting his alternative geography to demonstrate the interconnectedness of the American experience, Takaki read a song of an Irish woman and a series of telegrams between Chinese immigrants. Through this he illustrated that the stories are not dissim­ilar when taking the speaker’s visions into account.

Takaki believes that we have reached an exciting threshold in American history. Through the expansion of the “master narrative” we call history, multiculturalism enables us to embrace a larger memory of who we are as a nation. By listening to the voices we can revitalize our identity as a nation, making it more inclu­sive and more accurate.

úmero of students will be on hand to answer questions.
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She will be signing copies of her book “Breakfast in Babylon,” the 1996 Book of the Year in Ireland that traces the path of a young Irish woman through the rotten underbelly of Europe. Described as "The female Trainspotting..." she will also be reading from her novel at 7:00 in the Hesburgh Library Auditorium.

Breakfast in Babylon
by Mariner Books

Have something to say? Use Observer Classifieds.

‘Her-story’ replaces ‘his-story’

Takaki stresses multiculturalism in historical contexts

By JOELLE FARMER
News Writer

The surfer turned professor, Ronald Takaki, urged Monday night’s audience to “listen to the voices” in order to achieve a deeper and broader understanding of American culture and ethnicity.

Through historical examples, Takaki emphasized the responsibility that citizens and intellectuals have in helping people learn a more accurate picture of who we really are as a nation and how we are all responsible for one another.

Takaki’s lecture, “Multicultural Literacy in America,” was the first in a series of five lectures entitled “Alternative American Geographies of Race, Ethnicity and Nation.” These lectures are sponsored by the Notre Dame English Department and are funded by the Paul M. and Barbara Irenkle Visiting Scholars endowment. The aim of this series is to create an environment in which the difficult subject of race can be discussed.

Through altering American geographies it is hoped that the vantage point of boundaries can be changed to create a more inclusive conception of what it is to be an American. Takaki is one of the foremost recognized scholars in this area.

Viewing history as memory, Takaki spoke about the importance of how we remember and what is remembered in the writing of history. Typically spoken of as “his-story,” Takaki opted to relate “her-story” to convey the experiences of Irish and Chinese women immigrants during the nineteenth century.

After presenting his alternative geography to demonstrate the interconnectedness of the American experience, Takaki read a song of an Irish woman and a series of telegrams between Chinese immigrants. Through this he illustrated that the stories are not dissimilar when taking the speaker’s visions into account.

Takaki believes that we have reached an exciting threshold in American history. Through the expansion of the “master narrative” we call history, multiculturalism enables us to embrace a larger memory of who we are as a nation. By listening to the voices we can revitalize our identity as a nation, making it more inclusive and more accurate.

A native of Hawaii, Takaki is the grandson of Japanese immigrant plantation laborers. Urged to attend the College of Wooster in Ohio by a high school teacher, Takaki was taken aback at both the ignorance of both students and professors when they viewed him as a foreigner. This was his first exposure to the “popular and pervasive opinion that American means white.”

Takaki continued his education at the University of California, Berkeley, where he received a doctoral degree in American history. He began teaching at UCLA in 1967, and now is a professor at Berkeley. He has been a formative force in the implementation of centers for African American, Chicano, and Native American Studies. Takaki has written several books on the topic of multiculturalism in America and has spoken internationally on the topic.
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Student activities, SUB welcome Jones

Special to the Observer

The doors will open at 7:30 p.m. in Stephan Center. The doors will open at 6:30 p.m.

Tickets for the lecture, which are $7 for general admission and $5 for students, are available at the LaFortune Information Desk and can be reserved by calling 631-8128.

Jones was born Todd Jones in Arkathubul, Miss., and raised in Michigan by his father, a prizefighter turned father, a prizefighter turned champion, in "The Great White Hope." A film version of the stage production was created a year later, and he was nominated for an Academy Award and won the Golden Globe.

Jones received another Tony in 1987 for his powerhouse performance as a frustrated baseball player in August Wilson's "Fences."

Jones has acted in almost sixty film roles to date, including performances in box-office hits such as the "Star Wars Trilogy," in which he was the voice of Darth Vader (1977-1983), "Coming to America" (1988), "Field of Dreams" (1989), "The Hunt for Red October" (1990), "Patriot Games" (1992), "Sommersby" (1993), "Clear and Present Danger" (1994), "The Lion King," in which he was the voice of Mufasa (1994), "A Family Thing" (1996), and "Looking for Richard" (1996).

If you see news happening, call 1-5323.
Lanan also pointed out that the issue will possibly be referred to Student Affairs. "Moving our project to full FM power is contingent on our current behavior and professionalism," stated Gallagher.

Immediately preceding the show, during which many Notre Dame and Saint Mary's students phoned in to voice their disapproval, Curtis Norvett aired his weekly show. Catherine Syner and Stacey Fuller, authors of a letter to The Observer that sparked the growing controversy, were guests on Norvett's program. The two Notre Dame students discussed their motivations for writing the letter, inspired by a Viewpoint letter written by a Saint Mary's student who was upset about Notre Dame football games.

"We felt it was offensive of her, pointing her finger at Notre Dame students. There are a lot of people who would pay a lot to see a game," said one of the pair.

Syner said that she had been receiving both positive and negative feedback from Saint Mary's students. "We got a lot of calls and emails from people (from Saint Mary's) interested in having a conversation and dialogue. As the week went on, death threats decreased," Syner explained.

Regarding Saint Mary's academics, one of the roommates said, "There is a very big difference between a regionally ranked and a nationally ranked school." Yet the two students defended their original position, proclaiming that "you have to stand up for your opinions because no one else will."

The show, during which one Saint Mary's caller was dubbed "a liar and a leech" by one of the hosts, was called an "irresponsibly reckless attempt to offend the audience" in WVFI's press release. The station apologized for the broadcast and called the behavior of the two hosts "offensive and hurtful."

Gallagher was similarly disappointed with the two students. "Those guys last night acted out of disrespect for all of us. The other deejays are appalled," lamented Gallagher.

Editor's Note: When contacted for this article, Catherine Syner and Stacey Fuller declined any comment on their appearance on WVFI, other than to state that the radio interview would be their final contact with the media.
Marv Albert trial commences

By ANNE GEARAN

ARLINGTON, Va.

Marv Albert scolded "You've been a bad girl" and severely bit her on the back and behind her ears, Republic Attorney Richard Trodden said yesterday.

"She collected all the facts and was confronted by Marv that night," Black said.

"I'm not saying, 'You've lost your job and Albert had the sentence entered," Black said.

"The lawyer said the couple had several threesomes before, including trips in Los Angeles and one in Miami, the last occurring in 1990 or 1991.

"Because Albert's job prevented him from coming off for the month of April," Black said.

"Trotten said the couple had several threesomes before, including trips in Los Angeles and one in Miami, the last occurring in 1990 or 1991.

"Because Albert's job prevented him from coming off for the month of April," Black said.

"Happened that night was confronted by Albert that night," Black said.

"Albert angrily grabbing her cheeks, "You've performed oral sex," he said.

"Trotten said that during their sexual encounters, Albert would "sometimes ask her to bring ladies' underwear for him to wear."
Ties

continued from page 1

us have Notre Dame women friends. “ 
Siefer added, “People on both campuses are guilty of stereotyping each other.”

Katie Cousino, a sophomore orientation counselor, vaguely remembered instructions during training to downplay the competitive relationship between Notre Dame and Saint Mary’s, which did not leave a firm impression in her mind due to personal experiences. “I never felt animosity from Notre Dame women, only this year. Until last week,” she said.

“I think a lot of the stereotyping starts at the social scene, then the educational scene. I don’t think [Notre Dame students] have a lot of information about what we do here,” Cousino said.

“They mostly see us on the social scene, and we mostly see them on the social scene. We draw stereotypes from what we see,” Cousino added.

“I think [the stereotyping] starts before students get to campus,” said junior Joe Hand, who served as Dillon’s orientation commissioner this fall. “I heard stereotypes before I arrived as a freshman, from older students.”

He acknowledged that the orientation packets sent to incoming freshmen during the summer before their arrival may contribute to the stereotypes. “Our first copy of the booklet touched on every stereotype of every student on campus,” “but our rector eliminated every reference from it before it was sent out.”

“I think that people receive things in the mail that may give slants on things,” said Saint Mary’s senior Sara Nienaber, who is the Notre Dame Student Senator representative. “It takes a few years to try new things, have new experiences, and meet new people to break down the stereotypes.”

Hand pointed out that Notre Dame and Saint Mary’s conduct completely separate orientation weekends, other than the large evening social activities.

“I think Saint Mary’s is left out of our freshman orientation, and it might help if they were more involved,” he said.

“Some events weren’t well publicized. I didn’t even know about the Jamaica Shaka event on Saint Mary’s campus until after it happened.”

“I agree. It would have been helpful if Saint Mary’s was involved,” added senior Kathleen O’Donnell, a Lyons resident who worked as an orientation counselor last month.

“You immediately hear things like, ‘Zahm is the most hated dorm. Then you meet people who don’t fit the stereotype,” she added.

“We promoted our dorm, as opposed to saying things about other dorms or people,” O’Donnell said. “You can’t point out a Saint Mary’s woman. Saint Mary’s students are the same as everyone else.”

Fossil

continued from page 1

into private hands. It would make a lot of money for somebody, but the educational impact this fossil could make would be lost.”

Because of vandalism to the site, Rigby and Earthwatch could not comment on the intended destination of the bones, saying only that they would be placed in a museum after the excavation is complete.

“Unfortunately, the area was the subject of vandalism, and if it is known where the bones are located, a red flag will be raised causing possible harm to the excavation,” Rigby said.

According to Earthwatch, Rigby and his crew protected the skull with plaster, a process known as plaster jacketing, and re-buried it to protect it from the Montana winter. The precautions did not prevent the vandalism, however, and the FBI asked Rigby not to comment on the project to prevent future criminal acts and unauthorized excavation at the site.

“We are concerned that the fossils be properly excavated and prepared for placement in the museum for the benefit of the general public,” said Roger Bergen, president of Earthwatch.

According to Rigby, the site was located where some of his past teams had made discoveries.

“During past seasons, we found the leg of a hadrosaur in the vicinity, so we returned for further exploration this summer,” he said. “In July, four [Earthwatch] volunteers literally stumbled over some badly weathered bones and insisted that we start digging.”

Earthwatch shares the cost and labor of scientific field research projects and has been funding Rigby’s investigation since its start in the beginning of the summer. Rigby has received Earthwatch support for the past nine years.

The Ninth Bend Tribune and The New York Times contributed to this story.
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Town defends nuns from bishop

By ANDREW SELSKY
Associated Press Writer

ESPINOSA DE HENARES, Spain

During the Spanish Civil War, residents of this farming town rose in defense of the nuns who inhabited a convent on its outskirts. Now, they are doing so again.

Sixty years ago, the people of Espinosa de Henares stood shoulder-to-shoulder before the residents of this farming town rose in defense of the nuns who inhabited a convent on its outskirts. Now, they are doing so again.
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Sheets were shooting out everywhere and people couldn't even rip on her because I had made them their papers. We decided to test whether you are a true fan. We decided at the printer, which was a huge mistake. Then decided to look up Debbie Gibson. I didn't know any answer on the Debbie Gibson quiz except that she had perfume out called Electric Youth, and the only reason I knew the name of Jon Knight's dog in the New Kids On the Block, enabling us to get into a secret Web site for only the most devoted followers.

I didn't know any answer on the Debbie Gibson quiz except that she had perfume out called Electric Youth, and the only reason I knew that was because someone had bought it for me. I think they hated me. But any­way, my favorite question went something like, "When you have a bad day, are you comforted by knowing that at least Deborah is okay?" No joke. That was actually asked. I didn't get any credit for my answer of no.

Next we looked up Corey Haim. Please, do not do this. There is an actual picture of him naked. A vision of a teen idol was shattered right there and then in the computer lab. There is also a picture of Corey Haim and Corey Feldman taken together which is called Corey's Room. As if that isn't obvious.

I have to tell people. The quiz was hysterical. My friend actually knew some answers and I was very frightened by this. But once again I couldn't say anything because I knew the name of Jon Knight's dog in the New Kids On the Black, enabling us to get into a secret Web site for only the most devoted followers.

Bridget Rzezutko is a junior English major at Saint Mary's. She can be reached at Rzezutko@saintmarys.edu.

http://New Kids on the Internet

One can find all kinds of neat information on the Internet. There are tons of info on the latest news, both worldwide and local. The ability to access all types of knowledge is literally right at your fingertips. I found myself surfing around the Internet scene so my friend had to clue me in to what "cyber" really meant when someone asked if I was into it. Ewwww, no. I was not.

But once overcoming that little obstacle I was okay. I had so much fun. I was a mixture of people during that time; I was a 23-year-old high school senior, and a married man with kids. I lied the entire time, not even feeling guilty. It was fun.

When that got a little old I turned into Nancy Drew and did a little sleuthing. Who did my lowerers? I was a mixture of people during that time; I was a 23-year-old high school senior, and a married man with kids. I lied the entire time, not even feeling guilty. It was fun.
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Matters of Life and Death

I agree with Professor Charles Rice that there is a need for moral reasoning and to refrain from legalizing physician-assisted suicide. In his recent New England Journal of Medicine article, Rice recognizes the removal of the feeding tube from a patient as intentional killing by starvation and dehydration. Rice presents his analysis that he skates on thin ice. Briefly, Callahan observes that withholding artificial hydration and feeding causes death and the pathological consequences of the patient's death are the same as if the underlying disease, without the use of those means, was present. The moral question is when should we remove the feeding tube. There is an obligation under these circumstances to impede the normal processes of the underlying pathology. The physical cause of death is ultimately the pathology which, without artificial nutrition and hydration, will lead to a different conclusion. To the immature Notre Dame students who sat in our section were in for a real embarrassment to your fine institution. The same conclusion is drawn by Bishop John L. McCormick of Chicago and by Bishop O'Rourke of the Archdiocese of Galveston-Houston. The intellectual debate is useless and therefore not ethically obligatory.
Dear Lola,

I come from a family with a long history of substance abuse. I have witnessed the damage it can do and have decided, consequently, not to drink. My decision has never been challenged, but I’m finding it difficult to develop the kind of social life I was expecting from such a classy university. The social environment here revolves around drinking. I feel no direct peer pressure, but rather something inside, as if I am missing out. How do I reconcile what I know is healthy for me with wanting to be a part of the mainstream social life here?

Struggling in Alumni

Dear Struggling,

We know what you mean. It’s always difficult to reconcile what you know is right and the way life is. Keep on doing what you love, and surround yourself with people who respect you and your choices. There is so much more to do here, both on and off-campus, than people realize. Did you know there’s a zoo in South Bend?! When you find yourself in the middle of the party scene, enjoy the humor in watching your friends make fools of themselves. It’s actually quite entertaining. Kudos to you for your courage.

Dear Lola,

Help! I have a serious problem. It all started last year — how innocent the days! I was enjoying a cup of morning java in the dining hall (I refuse to reveal which one) when I thought to myself, “Damn, these coffee cups are cool!” With great stealth I succeeded in smuggling one into my bag. Later that evening I realized with alarming solemnity that I needed the saucer.

Well, it all went downhill from there. Each meal I began to steal something (anything!) to accompany my coffee. It didn’t take long to get into the dining halls and pass up those parties. You didn’t need one to go to your investors’ Club meeting, but you did. The bottom line is this: in the morning, you’ve got a 12-page paper due at 9:35 a.m., and you just started working on your bibliography.

Alumni

A couple of years ago, this would be the time for a nervous breakdown, especially if you didn’t own a computer, but not any more. Thanks to 10 ND students who stay up during the wee hours of the night at the DeBartolo computer cluster (and a little coffee), you’re guaranteed to hand that paper. All of the computer clusters on campus, the cluster at DeBartolo is the only one that has a consultant staff available during the early morning hours. The staff is split into pairs, each one working a week a night (the cluster is not open late on Friday or Saturdays).

The graveyard shift begins at 1 a.m. and lasts until 5 a.m., and even though the pay is the same as on other hours, it is a highly requested slot among the students. Nancy Marinacci, who applied for the job via the Internet, preferred the early morning times because “the atmosphere is a lot more relaxed and the consultants don’t have to deal with distractions.”

The only constraint with working the graveyard shift is one’s class schedule. Most of the late night consultants have been in one class the follow-

Ask Lola: Stolen Teacups and Sober Saturdays

Do you have a problem? Got a dozen? Why not ask Lola? Remember, she’s not a real doctor, she has a master’s degree in advice!

Mail or drop your questions by 314 LaFortune.

Some Campus Computer Clusters: Usual Weekly Hours

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster</th>
<th>Hours</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bond Hall (basement)</td>
<td>PC ‘til 1 a.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LaFortune (basement)</td>
<td>PC ‘til 2 a.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeBartolo: PC/Mac open 24 hours</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O’Shaughnessy: Mac ‘til 1 a.m.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hesburgh Library: PC/Mac ‘til 2 a.m.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Night Owls Roost at the Computer Cluster

Dealing with frantic people in the middle of the night is always a memorable experience, especially during finals week, when the line stretches outside of the building. Most of the incidents involve the printers, which feed from 58 computers. Inevitably experiencing occasional paper jams and ink problems. In addition, consultants periodically catch people looking up inappropriate material on the Internet.

Schott worked from 5 a.m. to 8 a.m. in the DeBartolo last year.

"People come in and swear at their computers about ever the server has a hangover, which happens a lot during finals. A lot of people end up asleep with their head on their keyboards or up against the screen. We had to go around and wake them up. We always wanted to ask, 'Why are you here?'"

Occasionally, Schott worked from 1 a.m. to 5 a.m. and drank sitting back from Senior Night. "It's a lot of e-mail or sometimes, 'I come in their pajamas because they have been up for three days straight and they are talking incoherently."

"People who are up at five in the morning are just making excuses, they have got to be a little weird." Schott works at O’Shaughnessy in the evenings now where he says “we have three students we are busy.” Because of the relative lack of activity interspersed with late night panics, Malin added that the graveyard shift is a great environment to work it. Besides the disruption-free time to do homework, the job is perfect for those Notre Dame nights when "since I stay up late, I might as well get paid for it," he says.
**NOTICES**

100, THE COPY SHOP 100 Lafayette Student Center Store Hours Mon.-Thu.: 9 a.m.-7 p.m. Fri.: 9 a.m.-4 p.m. Sun.: Noon-6 p.m. Phone 631-COPY

**SEASONS INN**

Bed & Breakfast Homes Available 10 miles from school 882-265-5446

**CHILD CARE**

$50/wk. sitters incl. in Clay Tue. 243-2821.

WANTED: Student volunteers for publications/NOTE OUR DAIME MAGAZINE. When? 3-5 hours/week starting now, to help with relief work in Gulf, by a deadline of April 1-1656.

**LOST & FOUND**

A black watch on a velcro band was lost last Tuesday night at Shenanigan's. If you know who it is, please call 243-2845.

**WANTED**

Childcare needed for 8-year-old, Wed. thru Fri., 6:30-5:00 p.m. Transportation necessary.

**FREE TRIPS & CASH!**

SPRING BREAK 1998! Outgoing individual; round-trip airfare from LAX (Any city in the U.S. to Cancun, Mexico) and return. 13-night cruise onboard the Padre, a cruise like a dream, for $1875 or less. Call 631-8594.
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**FOR RENT**
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Wells makes his case by leading Yankee win

Associated Press

NEW YORK

David Wells presented a strong case as to why he should pitch in the playoffs.

Wells, trying to secure a spot in the Yankees' postseason rotation, won for the first time in nearly six weeks, pitching New York past the Toronto Blue Jays 8-1 Monday night.

The Yankees have already clinched a playoff berth, moved to within three games of Baltimore in the AL East.

Wells (15-10) had been 0-5 in six starts since his previous victory on Aug. 14. The left-hander pitched eight innings and allowed seven hits, striking out seven and walking one.

Was it enough to earn him a start in the postseason?

"I'm not even going to get into that one. I have no control or say-so over that. I just go out there and give 100 percent," Wells said.

Yankees manager Joe Torre has not announced his rotation for the division series. But with David Cone apparently healthy, he and Andy Pettitte are expected to start the first two games.

If the current AL standings hold, the Yankees would win the AL East with a two-game lead.

"I leave that up to the rest of you guys to figure out," Wells said.

Wells tied his career high for wins with one team in a season, having won 15 for Toronto in 1991. In 1995, he won a total of 16 games - 10 for Detroit and six more with Cincinnati.

"I stayed composed tonight and the results bear it out," said Torre. "He missed in the right place tonight (and) that means he had command of his stuff."

"If we pass Baltimore, it's not because we caught them, we caught us," Torre said. "I don't anticipate that happening."

Bennie Williams' two-run triple highlighted a four-run fifth inning against Pat Hentgen (15-10). Hentgen gave up five runs and seven hits in five innings.

Joe Carter drove in his 100th run of the season with an eighth-inning single against Hentgen. This is his 10th year with 100 RBIs, all within the last 12 seasons.

"To drive in 100 runs on this team is saying a lot," said Blue Jays manager Cito Gaston, whose team is batting only .243, lowest in the majors.

The Yankees led 7-0 when Andy Fox and Tim Raines opened the fifth with singles. Hentgen's wild pitch scored one run and Derek Jeter walked.

Williams followed with a line drive drive over the head of center fielder Shannon Stewart for a triple. The Yankees doubled home Williams for a 5-0 lead.

New York added three runs off reliever Erik Hanson in the ninth. The Yankees led 8-0 when Fox hit a single and Raines, who was 2-for-5, doubled.

Tino Martinez got his 130th RBI with a sacrifice fly in the first for the Yankees. Hentgen is 1-2 this season against the Yankees. Stewart's triple in the third inning was his third of the four-run run of the season with a hit in triple in 38 games this season.

Prince batted only once, as planned by manager Joe Torre ...

The Yankees will place division series playoff tickets on sale at 5 p.m. EDT Tuesday. The crowd of 23,380 for the Yankees' final home game of the regular season raised their attendance total to 2,580,445 in 78 dates, third-highest in team history.

By JOHN NADEL

Associated Press Writer

LOS ANGELES

Venus Williams may soon have some familiar company on the tennis tour, a 17-year-old friend from the same hard courts where gunfire crackles in the distance.

Williams and Karina Nimmers have known each other most of their lives, grown up together in South Central Los Angeles.

Now there is the possibility that the two players forming what would be one of the most attractive rivalries in tennis. Of course, much has to happen before that comes to pass.

But Williams certainly showed what she could do when she reached this month's U.S. Open finals. And Nimmers, for now, has the look of a winner, relishing a chance to join Williams.

"We're close friends," Nimmers said. "We know there's going to be a lot of tension when we're going to have to play. On the court, you take care of business."

Business begins Tuesday when Nimmers makes her professional debut against Elizabeth Camerin in qualifying for the $50,000 Gillette USTA Challenger, a circuit tournament in Santa Clara.

"I think I've seen it all. I think it just makes you stronger. It puts your goals clearer. I'm not going to be fearful. Where I'm from, not too much else is going to scare me."

Williams family moved to Florida several years ago, thinking such an environment would be better for the tennis future of Venus and her 15-year-old sister Serena.

The Nimmers family has remained in South Central, close to Watts — site of rising in 1965 and the site of the 1992 riots after the King verdict.

"I thought it was great," Nimmers said of Williams' success in the Open. "She really proved she could do it."

Phil Hendrie, assistant director of the Newcombe academy, says Nimmers has the potential to be a top professional.

"She definitely plays a game that will be successful in the '90s, and that's aggressive and hard-hitting."

**SPORTS BRIEFS**

**Ballet** — Classes will be held on Sundays from 3 to 4 p.m. and Wednesdays from 9 to 9 p.m. The fee is $35. Register in advance at RecSports.

**Notre Dame Musical Arts Institute** — The kwoon do and jujitsu practice for beginners will take place from 4 to 6 p.m. on Thursdays and 6 to 8 p.m. on Saturdays in the Dooley Room of LaFortune. Information is available from Mike Nimmers.

**Soccer** — Come Find Out More About the

**URBAN PLUNGE PROGRAM**

Informational Meeting

Thursday, September 25

8:30 pm

Coffee House

Center for Social Concerns

Notre Dame

All Students Are Welcome

For Additional Information Contact

Rodney T. Cohen

Director of Urban Programming & Outreach Development

University of Notre Dame

631-7949

Jan Pilarski

Justice Educational Coordinator

Saint Mary's College

284-4512

**ATTENTION!**

STUDENT GOVERNMENT IS APPOINTING A WEBMASTER

CALL TIM KELLER 4-4957

Happy 1st Birthday Courtney Cousins!

Keep Kickin' Chicken!

Love, Jennifer and Cassidy

**SOCIAL CONCERNS**

CSC CENTER FOR SOCIAL CONCERNS

Come Find Out More About the

**FREE PARTY PAK ORGANIZE A SMALL GROUP TAILGATE & GO FOR FREE 1-800-SURF-S-DON" 8pmonline.com**

**SPRING BREAK '98**

CANCUN MAZATLAN SOUTH PADRE JAMAICA

LOWEST PRICES GUARANTEED

**FREE OUTREACH DEVELOPMENT CENTER FOR SOCIAL CONCERNS**

TUE, OCT 28, 8PM
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To get the real flavor of a Big Six accounting firm, you must sample all its opportunities.

To understand the ingredients that make up a Big Six accounting firm, you must read the label.

To get a taste of a Big Six accounting firm, you must attend the Coopers & Lybrand event on September 25, 1997.

The Taste of C&L

Monogram Room
7 – 9 PM
Casual Dress

Coopers & Lybrand L.L.P.
a professional services firm
Texas fans express concern

Longhorns look to recover from embarrassment

By CHIP BROWN
Associated Press Writer

AUSTIN, Texas — Texas center Ryan Fiebiger was looking for a couple of hours of mindless relaxation this weekend when he accompanied his girlfriend to the flag football game of two small children she was babysitting.

But before Fiebiger could even get comfortable in the bleachers, he overheard two people behind him complaining bitterly about how badly Texas played in its flag football game of two small children she was babysitting.

"If we lose to Rice, a lot of people are going to write us off for the rest of the season," said offensive tackle Jay Humphrey. "We have something to prove. We have to show that we still have a good football team."

Texas coach John Mackovic said Rice will be brimming with confidence after its win over Texas, which lost to Rice 19-17 last week.

"It's Rice's chance to shock the nation," Mackovic said. "We are going against the odds. We have something to prove. They were disappointed about not getting into the Big 12. We are going against Rice. We are going against the entire WAC."

Asked if the Longhorns would come out hungry and desperate, the way UCLA did against Texas, Mackovic said, "I hope we're hungry. We better be. We don't have a choice."

Mackovic said James Brown is recovering from his ankle injury and expected to start at quarterback Saturday. Brown said he is eager to play after sitting out of the UCLA game. Brown said he had asked Mackovic for the chance to play in that game and thinks he could have made a difference.

"I don't know if we would have won, but just judging from the past, we would have scored some points," Brown said. "I would have found some way into the end zone."

Brown said he's not 100 percent, but added that nothing will keep him on the bench this week. "If I can't run, I'll just limp as fast as I can," he said.

The Longhorns' defense, which has yet to prove it can stop anybody, must contend with a Rice offense that has averaged 347.7 yards a game. Mackovic said that the Longhorns' defense, which has yet to prove it can stop anybody, must contend with a Rice offense that has averaged 347.7 yards a game.

"They are going to get some yards. We have to get them 100 percent," Mackovic said. "They are going to get some yards. We have to get them 100 percent.

"I don't think anyone should expect us to shut down the triple-option offense," Mackovic said. "We're not going against Rice. We're going against the entire WAC."

Fiebiger said. "I've heard about it from friends, strangers, even my family. A lot of people are still upset about that loss. I hope we can get a couple wins and the fans will forget about that."

For Texas (1-1), which was ranked 11th at the time of "Rout 66" and suffered the most lopsided loss by a ranked team since The Associated Press poll began in 1936, the chance for recovery begins Saturday at Rice (2-1). The Owls, coming off a 40-34 victory over Northwestern, beat Texas the last time the two met in Houston in 1994. The 19-17 victory was the Owls' first over Texas in 29 years.

"We will forget about that loss. I hope we can get a couple wins and the fans will forget about that," Fiebiger said.
POST-GRADUATE SERVICE FAIR

Dear Classes of 1998, 1999, 2000, and 2001,

When I think back to a year ago, I remember a conversation I had with Professor John Houck just two weeks before he died. I mentioned to him my interest in living in a volunteer community for a year on the Pine Ridge Indian Reservation in South Dakota. He responded, "It really doesn't matter 25 years from now whether you started your career 25 years ago or 24."

As a senior accountancy major the invitation weighed heavily on my mind. After spending four intense years as an undergraduate as well as thousands of dollars on an education at Notre Dame, why would I even consider turning away job offers, and instead participate in a service program?

With words like those of Professor Houck's, in conjunction with much contemplation of the fact that my business career could only be enriched with the experience on the Pine Ridge Indian Reservation, my decision was made astounding clear: I would defer my job offer and spend this coming year with the Red Cloud Volunteers in the beautiful hills of South Dakota.

In my short time here on the Reservation this past month, I have done everything from driving a school bus to teaching elementary and middle school children to coaching a basketball team. I anticipate that this year will continue to be one of tremendous growth comprised of the challenges and excitement that each new day brings.

I invite each of you to consider a year with a volunteer service program. It will certainly add to the memorable experiences of life's journey. After all, it's nice to have an end to journey toward, but it's the journey that matters in the end.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Nichols
Class of 1997
Red Cloud Indian School
Pine Ridge, SD 57770
saders@sioux.sodak.com

You are invited to meet with representatives of the service programs
WEDNESDAY
SEPTEMBER 24
7-9 pm
STEPAN CENTER

Sponsored by the Center for Social Concerns and the Class of 1998
**MEN’S INTERHALL FOOTBALL**

### Pre-season favorite

**Fisher ties in opener**

**Green Wave miss field goal as time expires**

By ANTHONY BIANCO  
Sports Writer

As the Siegfried and Fisher football teams took to Stepan Field this past Sunday, both were hoping their first game would set a more forceful tone for the season than the 0-0 tie game that was played.

The Fisher Green Wave threatened early, starting the game with a strong offensive drive that placed them on their opponent’s 10-yard line. There Siegfried’s defense stepped up, holding them at the 10 as they threatened to score. Deciding not to attempt the field goal on fourth down, Fisher’s drive ended as a result of loss of downs.

Fisher had another opportunity, this time late in the fourth quarter, to get on the board with a 41-yard field goal attempt. Chris Baccus, the kicker for Fisher, watched his kick fall short as time ran out for both teams.

As the Siegfried and Fisher football teams took to Stepan Field this past Sunday, both were hoping their first game would set a more forceful tone for the season than the 0-0 tie game that was played.

The Fisher Green Wave threatened early, starting the game with a strong offensive drive that placed them on their opponent’s 10-yard line. There Siegfried’s defense stepped up, holding them at the 10 as they threatened to score. Deciding not to attempt the field goal on fourth down, Fisher’s drive ended as a result of loss of downs.

Fisher had another opportunity, this time late in the fourth quarter, to get on the board with a 41-yard field goal attempt. Chris Baccus, the kicker for Fisher, watched his kick fall short as time ran out for both teams.

### Dillon storms past Stanford in season opener 20-2

**By JEFF GORRIS**  
Sports Writer

This game was a story of two completely different halves. The first half was a very physical struggle that lacked any big plays. The only scoring in the first half was a Stanford safety near the end of the second quarter. Dillon had two scoring chances but was stopped each time on fourth down by a strong Stanford defense.

The second half consisted of Dillon physically overpowering Stanford. The Stanford defensive front seemed to tire and was stopped on two key plays to keep them out of the 15-yard line. The second drive was a drive alive. Keough proceeded downfield and scored on another keeper by Alexander.

Keough coach Jeremy Cole commented, “We came up with some big runs for us all day long.” The Keough defense seemed to come up with the big plays all day long. The half a four-down sack at the end of the first half to stop an Alumni drive and also made a fourth quarter interception to dash Alumni’s hopes of a rally late in the game.

Overall, the Keough defense was not overpowering, but it swarmed to the ball and prevented any big gains.

With its play on Sunday, Keough placed itself among the contenders for the interhall football championship.

This is especially true considering the likelihood that this young team will continue to improve as the season progresses.

On the other hand, Alumni has a lot of re-grouping to do. They played solidly, but Keough made the big plays they needed to win the football game.

#### Men's IH Football Schedule

**Sunday 9/28**

- **Stepan North** 1 p.m.
- **Stepan South** 1 p.m.
- **Stepan North** 2 p.m.
- **Stepan South** 2 p.m.
- **Stepan North** 3 p.m.
- **Stepan South** 3 p.m.

**Sunday 10/5**

- **Stepan North** 1 p.m.
- **Stepan South** 1 p.m.
- **Stepan North** 2 p.m.
- **Stepan South** 2 p.m.
- **Stepan North** 3 p.m.
- **Stepan South** 3 p.m.

**Monday 10/6**

- **Stepan North** 1 p.m.
- **Stepan South** 1 p.m.
- **Stepan North** 2 p.m.
- **Stepan South** 2 p.m.
- **Stepan North** 3 p.m.
- **Stepan South** 3 p.m.
Walsh comes from behind to defeat Lyons, 12-7

By BRAD RODRIGUEZ and PAUL DIAMANTOPOULOS
Sports Writers

The first score of the game, McGlinn focused their game-plan on time management. They, however, were unable to attain a first down so they punted the ball to Walsh with under a minute to play. After several long pass attempts, it was fourth down again. As one might expect, Walsh was determined to get their offense back on track. McGlinn intercepted the pass. She then proceeded to run towards the end zone to add the nail in the coffin, however, was running towards her own end zone. The ice-cold defensive back realized her folly before she crossed the goalline and turned around. Inevitably, she ran out the clock and gave the ball to the other teams on the sideline quite a thrill.

Cavanaugh 7, Howard 0

Walsh loses by one in nail-biter

Battle of first-year dorms proves exciting

By PAUL DIAMANTOPOULOS and BRAD RODRIGUEZ
Sports Writers

When Walsh faced McGlinn on Sunday, it was truly a game for the spectator. The outcome of the game was not determined until Walsh failed on both of its final two drives of the game. Trailing 7-6 with five minutes remaining in the second half, Walsh drove down the field in hopes of scoring a touchdown. In their way stood McGlinn’s defense. Walsh was able to get inside McGlinn’s 20-yard line, but tough defense caused them to turnover the ball on downs.

With only two minutes left in the game, McGlinn focused their game-plan on time management. They, however, were unable to attain a first down so they punted the ball to Walsh with under a minute to play. After several long pass attempts, it was fourth down again. As one might expect, Walsh was determined to get their offense back on track. McGlinn intercepted the pass. She then proceeded to run towards the end zone to add the nail in the coffin, however, was running towards her own end zone. The ice-cold defensive back realized her folly before she crossed the goalline and turned around. Inevitably, she ran out the clock and gave the ball to the other teams on the sideline quite a thrill.

Cavanaugh 7, Howard 0

The Obscurer Sports staff would like to wish all interhall football teams good luck this season.
The Notre Dame volleyball team will look to improve upon its 6-5 record tonight. Although Marquette, at 12-3, posts a better record, the Irish have won the last six matches they have played against the Warriors.

Volleyball continued from page 24

Warriors' volleyball squad. “I’m really excited to be seeing her,” commented Boylan. “Due to our busy schedules on and off the court, I haven’t been able to see her for a long time. I’m also happy that my parents will be able to watch.”

As for who her parents will be cheering for, Boylan remarked, “My father will be sitting in the stands wearing a Notre Dame shirt and a Marquette hat, but my mother’s not taking any sides.”

This match is also the final one before the Irish begin Big East conference play, in which the team hopes to recapture their conference title for the third straight year.

“I’m really excited to see her. Due to our busy schedules on and off the court, I haven’t been able to see her for a long time. I’m also happy that my parents will be able to watch.”

Denise Boylan, on playing against her sister Susan

“While I haven’t been able to pay close attention to our conference opponents,” head coach Debbie Brown commented. “I think that this year’s opponents will be pretty comparable to last year’s. Villanova might be a little tougher, and they were a difficult challenge for us last year. Connecticut is another team that has improved this year. Pittsburgh might be a little down, just simply because they’re pretty young. They lost a few players to graduation and they don’t have as much experience.”

“I think that we’re definitely prepared for Big East play,” Boylan remarked. “There are a few things that we have to work on, but we’re ready and we’re looking forward to it.”

Freshman setter Denise Boylan (above) will get a chance to play against her sister when the Irish take on Marquette tonight.

At left, the Irish celebrate after a recent win and hope to do so again tonight at 7:30 p.m. at the Joyce Center.
Welcome to our gay and lesbian students
Campus Ministry welcomes any gay or lesbian undergraduates, or those discerning their sexual orientation, to come together for conversation, support and friendship. Call Kate Barrett @ 631-5242 or Alyssa at 634-1884. All conversations are completely confidential.

Eucharistic Ministers Workshop
Sunday, September 28, 3:00 pm
Basilica of the Sacred Heart

Freshman Retreat
Applications for Freshman Retreat #12, September 26-27 are now available for freshmen in Carroll, Cavanaugh, Dillon, Farley, Fisher, Morrissey, Pangborn, Stanford, and Welsh Family Halls. Applications will be sent to the students, or may be obtained from the Rector or from 103 Hesburgh Library Office of Campus Ministry. Applications are due in Campus Ministry, 103 Hesburgh Library TODAY, September 23.

Hispanic Student Retreat
Friday-Saturday, September 26-27
Lindenwood Retreat Center

Liturgical Choir Retreat
Friday-Saturday, September 26-27
Five Pines Christian Family Center

Weekly Eucharistic Adoration
Beginning Monday, September 22, and each Monday thereafter during the Academic Year, Campus Ministry will sponsor a 24 hour period of Eucharistic Adoration in Fisher Hall Chapel. Adoration will begin with Mass at 11:00 p.m. on Monday nights and end with Mass at 11:00 p.m. on Tuesday nights. For more information, please call 631-7800 or 631-5242.

OFFICE OF CAMPUS MINISTRY
103 Hesburgh Library: 631-7800
112 Badin Hall: 631-5242
Basilica Offices: 631-8463
Jaguars block Johnson in route to narrow victory

By DAVE GOLDBERG
Associated Press Writer

There must be something about the night air that brings out the gremlins in kicking games.

The Jacksonville Jaguars were the beneficiary Monday night, beating Pittsburgh 30-21 when Clyde Simmons blocked Norm Johnson's attempt at a game-winning 40-yard field goal on the final play of the game and Kris Hudson returned it 38 yards for a touchdown.

"Maybe," Johnson said, "it's the Monday night jinx for place-kicking." It was the second straight Monday night that it happened.

Johnson's attempt at a Monday night field goal four seconds before the final seconds.

Eagles fumbled a snap and were unable to get off a game-winning field goal with 4:14 left in the fourth-down play that failed to make it 7-0. The Jaguars retaliated by going 80 yards in six, 49 on a pass from Stewart to in Charley Johnson. Two plays later, Stewart scrambled 6 yards for the TD. Two turnovers by Stewart set up Jacksonville's second-period score.

A sack by Tony Brackens forced a fumble that Eddie Robinson recovered and the Jaguars went 38 yards in nine plays, capped by Brunell's 11-yard TD pass to Smith. Then Aaron Beasley's interception led to Mike Hollis' 20-yard field goal four seconds before intermission.

It was Bettis who rallied the Steelers (1-2), rushing for 114 yards, 97 in the second half as the Jaguars took a 21-20 lead. And it was Brunell and Jimmy Smith who retaliated — Smith had 10 catches for 164 yards.

Jacksonville controlled the first half, holding the ball for more than 21 of the 30 minutes.

Then the Steelers turned to Bettis. They went 80 yards in 13 plays off the opening kickoff, 44 of the yards by Bettis. After Hollis' 45-yard field goal extended Jacksonville's lead to 20-14, the Steelers struck again.

Will Blackwell's 52-yard kickoff return gave Pittsburgh the ball on the Jacksonville 48, and from there the Steelers took seven plays to score — an Kordell Stewart's 1-yard pass to Mark Breunre on the first play of the fourth quarter. Each team scored on its opening drive.

Brunell missed his first pass, but connected on his next four for 36 yards as Jacksonville went 68 yards in 10 plays to make it 7-0. The Jaguars retaliated by going 80 yards in six. 49 on a pass from Stewart to Charley Johnson. Two plays later, Stewart scrambled 6 yards for the TD. Two turnovers by Stewart set up Jacksonville's second-period score.

A sack by Tony Brackens forced a fumble that Eddie Robinson recovered and the Jaguars went 38 yards in nine plays, capped by Brunell's 11-yard TD pass to Smith. Then Aaron Beasley's interception led to Mike Hollis' 20-yard field goal four seconds before intermission.

Jaguars block Johnson in route to narrow victory

Notre Dame Football vs. Michigan

Bus Trip

Saturday, September 27
Bus leaves: 9:00 a.m. Stepans Center

Tickets on sale starting at 1:00 p.m. on September 23 at the LaFortune Info Desk

Cost: $20 per bus ticket for round trip bus transportation to Michigan Stadium

2 tickets per student ID

Brought to you by Student Activities

Women's Volleyball vs. Marquette

Men's Soccer vs. Eastern Illinois

Free admission to all students!
Irish hope to carry momentum into tonight's game

Eastern Illinois' 0-7 record could be deceiving
By TOM STUDEBAKER
Sports Writer

The Notre Dame men's soccer team looks to continue its winning ways when they face the Panthers from Eastern Illinois tonight at Alumni Field. It will be the first ever meeting between these two teams.

So far this season, Notre Dame has compiled a 3-2-2 overall record but are still undefeated in Big East competition.

Boylan sisters ready to head in match
By BILL HART
Sports Writer

Notre Dame’s volleyball team continues its six-game home stand tonight when they host the Marquette Warriors at 7 p.m. in the Joyce Center.

Notre Dame (6-5) has had an excellent history against Marquette (12-3), having won their last six matches. However, the last time the two teams met, the game resulted in a four-set win by the Irish in 1990, their only meeting in the past ten years. Last year, the Warriors had a record of 12-21 and placed sixth out of eight teams in the Conference USA. Marquette’s head coach, Tat Sheilly, has a long history with the Warriors, as she has coached the team for the past 22 years.

Notre Dame has struggled over the past few weeks, despite being ranked 25th in the latest AVCIA poll. All of their losses this season have come at the hands of ranked opponents. Just recently, the Irish lost a close three-game match against No. 14 Texas A&M in the Tournament of Champions, a four team tournament that reunited head coach Debbie Brown with three former teammates on the 1980 Olympic team.

This match holds special significance for freshman setter Denise Boylan, whose sister Susan is a junior on the team.

MEN’S SOCCER
Irish to head in match
By TOM STUDEBAKER
Sports Writer

The Notre Dame women's soccer team looks to continue its stellar play in the Big East. They have yet to give up a goal in Big East play and remain undefeated in the conference with a record of 2-0-1.

Notre Dame was struggling before beating the Mountaineers. They had two disappointing games against non-conference opponents. Buffalo came to Alumni Field and snatched a win from the Irish in overtime. This tough loss was followed by a tie to Northwestern. West Virginia proved to be a formidable team with a chance to regroup and rebound from these games, and that is exactly what they did.

The Buffalo game really put things into perspective for us, senior co-captain Matt Johnson said. "We cannot afford to take any teams lightly. That was a good lesson to learn early in the season so we can make sure that it doesn't happen again.

Eastern Illinois is led by senior forward Henry Ogipina. Ogipina was the Panthers’ leading scorer coming into this season after scoring nine goals last year. Although entering the game with a record of 0-7-6, Eastern Illinois is a much better team than their record might indicate. Two of their games have gone into overtime, and three others have been decided by one goal or less.

"We are approaching the season one game at a time," Notre Dame coach Mike Bertschelli said. "We want to stay on the winning track, and we cannot afford to take Eastern Illinois lightly.

Notre Dame's defense posted its fourth shutout of the season against West Virginia. They will be looking to accomplish the same feat against Eastern Illinois.

"We had a good showing against West Virginia, but we still have some things that we need to work out defensively," Johnson said. "Eastern Illinois will provide us with a good chance to work these things out."

Throughout the year, different players have been stepping up for the Irish, particularly some of the younger players. Early in the season, freshman Reggie McKnight stepped up and filled the scoring void left in the absence of senior co-captains Ryan Turner and Bill Savarino. The defense is also very young, with sophomores Alan Woods and Matt McNev and freshman Stephen Main playing major roles. All of this youth has led to some growing pains for the Irish early on this season.

"We have a lot of young guys on the team who are maturing as the season has progressed," Bertschelli commented. "We are getting better every game and making strides in the right direction. In order to be successful this year, we must remain competitive and stay focused on not only conference opponents, but non-conference opponents as well.

VOLLEYBALL
Irish set to meet Warriors
By BILL HART
Sports Writer

Notre Dame's volleyball team continues a six-game home stand tonight when they host the Marquette Warriors at 7 p.m. in the Joyce Center.

Notre Dame (6-5) has had an excellent history against Marquette (12-3), having won their last six matches. However, the last time the two teams met, the game resulted in a four-set win by the Irish in 1990, their only meeting in the past ten years. Last year, the Warriors had a record of 12-21 and placed sixth out of eight teams in the Conference USA. Marquette's head coach, Tat Sheilly, has a long history with the Warriors, as she has coached the team for the past 22 years.

Notre Dame has struggled over the past few weeks, despite being ranked 25th in the latest AVCIA poll. All of their losses this season have come at the hands of ranked opponents. Just recently, the Irish lost a close three-game match against No. 14 Texas A&M in the Tournament of Champions, a four team tournament that reunited head coach Debbie Brown with three former teammates on the 1980 Olympic team.

This match holds special significance for freshman setter Denise Boylan, whose sister Susan is a junior on the team.

SPORTS BRIEF
Providence, RI
Notre Dame freshman middlefielder Anne Makinen has been named Big East offensive player of the week after scoring three goals and an assist this weekend against No. 1 North Carolina and No. 5 Duke. She was named offensive MVP of the Adidas/Lady FootLocker Classic for her performances this weekend. She joins Jenny Streiffer who has also been named Big East Player of the week earlier in the season. Against North Carolina, she connected on a free kick from 25 yards to put the Irish up 1-0. Later in the game, with the Tar Heels up 2-1, Makinen chipped a perfect pass to Jenny Hill to the tying goal in the 2-2 tie. In Sunday's game against Duke, she added two more goals from long range. For the season, she has five goals and two assists.

The second ranked Irish return to the field when they travel to Rutgers and Villanova for a pair of Big East road games this weekend. With a 7-0-1 record overall and 4-0 in the Big East, Notre Dame is looking to remain unbeaten in Big East games this weekend.

Women's interhall football coverage
see page 19

Men's interhall football coverage
see page 18